Chamilo LMS - Bug #8263
Grid course items isn't responsive
26/05/2016 23:00 - José Loguercio

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Immediate
Assignee: José Loguercio
Category: Course settings
Target version:
Complexity: Piece of cake
Start date: 26/05/2016
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: ?

Description
The new feature, the grid course item, for courses, sessions and hotcourses are not completely responsive, needs to be one column instead two to avoid broke the design

History
#1 - 27/05/2016 22:10 - José Loguercio
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- Assignee deleted (Alex Aragon)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

fixed here: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/e89cf33b12dddb7905744e4ba4d2b2100ad8d90c2 by Alex